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 Defense 
 1   on   1   from   the   corner 

 2 or more balls 
 6 or more players 
  
 Setup: 
 2 players in each corner of the baseline. 
 2 players at the top of the bucket. 
  
 Player 1 will pass to the player at the top of the bucket and goes to the opposite 
 of the court to defend player 3 who receives the ball from the top. 

 From here the play is 1 on 1. 
  
 Put the emphasis on the closeout defense of the defender. 
  
 Rotation: 
 Defender goes to the top of the bucket. 
 Offense becomes defense. 
 And the passer goes to the other corner. 

 2   on   2   drive   lines 
 The coach on top of the key is ballside, the other coach is helpside below the 
 free throw line. 
  
 The drill starts with the ball on top.  The defenders are contesting their men 
 according to the ballside rules.  Player 1 down screens for player 2, defender 2 
 should sprint to get onto player 2's outside hip to fight over the top of the 
 screen.  As defender 1's man sets up to screen he should open to see both the 
 ball and the cutter ready to bump the curl cut. 
  
 Any time the ball is entered it become a 2 on 2 drive line with no helpside. 
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 Defense 
 When the helpside coach has the ball the defenders are expected to be on the 
 helpline since the ball is below the free throw line.  If the coach drives the 
 expectatio is that they stop the ball before the lane.  The offensive players 
 should continue to exchange and possible cut through the lane. 

 Here the coach has driven the ball towards the lane.  Defender 2 has rotated 
 across to stop him and defender 1 has drop to defend the helpside box. 
  
 If coach passes to the other coach the defenders transition into the contest on 
 ballside rules. 
  
 If the coach is able to kick out to one of the offensive players it becomes a 
 close out to 2 on 2 drive line situation and it is possible for it to be a switch on 
 the fly because the closest person should take the ball. 

 2   on   2   on   the   side 
 The coach on top of the key is ballside, the other coach is helpside below the 
 free throw line. 
  
 The drill starts with the ball on top.  The defenders are contesting their men 
 according to the ballside rules.  Player 1 down screens for player 2, defender 2 
 should sprint to get onto player 2's outside hip to fight over the top of the 
 screen.  As defender 1's man sets up to screen he should open to see both the 
 ball and the cutter ready to bump the curl cut. 
  
 Any time the ball is entered it become a 2 on 2 drive line with no helpside. 
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 Defense 
 When the helpside coach has the ball the defenders are expected to be on the 
 helpline since the ball is below the free throw line.  If the coach drives the 
 expectatio is that they stop the ball before the lane.  The offensive players 
 should continue to exchange and possible cut through the lane. 

 Here the coach has driven the ball towards the lane.  Defender 2 has rotated 
 across to stop him and defender 1 has drop to defend the helpside box. 
  
 If coach passes to the other coach the defenders transition into the contest on 
 ballside rules. 
  
 If the coach is able to kick out to one of the offensive players it becomes a 
 close out to 2 on 2 drive line situation and it is possible for it to be a switch on 
 the fly because the closest person should take the ball. 

 3   on   3   on   the   side 
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 Defense 
 When the coach has the ball, anyone can flash, cut, or screen in a live situation 
 to score.  If the coach drives the defense must help and rotate.  When the ball 
 is kicked out, it becomes live. 

 3   on   3   situations 
 3 on 3 above the free throw lane. 
  
 First of all we don't want anyone catching the ball on the arc.  These are live 
 situations, contesting one pass away. 

 Defending screen away. 
  
 The ball is passed to player 3.  Player 1 screens away for player 2.  Defender 3 
 squares his feet up to the ball.  Defender 1 opens to the ball and as his man 
 screend away he positions himself to "bump" the possible curl cut.  Defender 2 
 gets right on the outside hip his man as he goes through the screen and then 
 he must recover into the contest position as player 2 cuts toward the ball. 
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 Defense 
 Defending the basket cut: 
  
 Here as the pass goes to player 3, defender 1 and 2 jump to the ball. 
  
 Defender 1 must defend player 1's cut to the basket and then when player 1 
 cuts to the helpside defender 1 positions himself in the lane. 
  
 Defender 2 because he jumps to the ball is in position to take the contest one 
 pass away stance keeping his body between his man and the basket, arm in 
 passing lane only allowing him to catch it beyond the arc. 

 4   on   4   on   4 
 Basically shell drill with a twist.  To win the drill a team must get 3 stops in a 
 row.  As soon as a team scores or the ball is rebounded and passed out or 
 stolen and passed out the next team comes flying in from half court.  If a team 
 scores they become the next defense.  If a defense is scored on they rotate 
 out.  Can also do this 4 on 4 on 4 on 4 with 16+ kids and I would have them do 
 sprints for mistakes when rotated out such as giving up offensive rebounds or 
 not getting across the lane to help on the ball, etc.  The winning team does not 
 do conditioning! 

 5   on   0   to   d   transition   drill 
 The team on the court (triagles) run an offensive set 5 on 0 and score.  The 
 other team has their 5 player already under the opposite basket, players 2 and 
 3 waiting at half court, player 1 waiting free throw line extended, and player 4 
 under the basket with a basketball.  When the  triangle team scores then player 
 4 makes a direct pass to player 1 to create a transition situation. A defensive 
 set takes place on the other end.  Then the circles run a set 5 on 0 with the 
 circles waiting to transition as the drill continues. 
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 Defense 
 6   point   drill   (post   defense) 

 A coach has the basketball.  Starting from half court the players transition into 
 the drill.  The defensive player should position himself up theline between his 
 man and the ball.  As the ball comes closer, he should position closer to his 
 man. 

 The coach stops at the wing above the free throw line.  The defender should be 
 in a 3/4 front position, facing his man, with both feet in front of his man's feet. 

 The coach then moves the ball below the free throw line.  The defender shifts 
 to a full front (back to man) prepared to deny the post entry and come off to 
 help on a drive.  The coach should every once and a while attempt to drive 
 baseline and the defender should cut him off. 
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 Defense 
 The coach dribbles back up above the free throw line, the defender should 
 adjust to the 3/4 front.  The coach then passes to a player on top on the key. 
 The defender 3/4 fronts toward the top to take away the high-low passing lane. 

 The top player reverses the ball to another player and the post defender takes 
 a help position.  This player should attempt to drive to check the defender's 
 help position. 

 Finally, the post player should flash into the high post and the defender should 
 deny with an arm bar never letting the player cross his face. 
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 Defense 
 7   point   drill 

 1. Transition-up the line. 
  
 Starting from 1/2 to 3/4 court the offensive player transitions to the wing.  The 
 defensive player transitions to a position up theline between the ball and his 
 man.  The coach has the ball.  as the coach (ball) comes down the court the 
 defender adjusts his position to his defender, the principle being that the 
 distance away from the ball determines the distance the defender positions 
 himself on his man. 

 2. Deny the wing 
  
 Coach dribbles up to the point and attempts to enter the ball into the wing.  The 
 defender denies the wing. 

 3. Defend the post ball above the free throw line. 
  
 When the coach dribbles to the wing (above the free throw line) the offensive 
 player posts up.  The defender should be a 3/4 front facing his man with both 
 feet in front of his man's. 
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 Defense 
 4. Defend the post ball below free throw line 
  
 The coach then dribbles below the free throw line.  The defender should adjust 
 to a full front (back to man) prepared to deny his man the ball and ready to 
 come off to help a baseline drive.  The coach should test both with either a 
 direct oass into the post or a baseline drive to test if the defender can cut him 
 off. 

 5. Clear out - helpside 
  
 The offensive player then clears out to the helpside wing.  The defender should 
 stay even with the basket between his man and the ball.  Again the coach 
 should test his help position with a direct drive to the basket. 

 6. Defend a lane flash 
  
 The defender should not allow his man to receive a pass in the lane area.  The 
 defender should step in front of the flash using an armbar for protecting his 
 body on contact. 
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 Defense 
 7: Ball reversal-closeout-drive line-box out 
  
 The coach passes to a player at the top of the key.  While the ball is in the air, 
 the defender adjust his position from helpside to deny the wing. 
  
 **This can also be a skip pass straight to player 1, then the defender must 
 close-out from his help position. 

 As the ball is passed into the wing the defender must adjust his position from 
 denying the wingto defending the ball.  The defender must retreat towards the 
 basket, then step up into his arm-length putting menacing pressure on the ball. 
 The drill ends with a one-on-one drive line which should always end with a box 
 out. 

 Help/recover-closeout   drill 
 From the help line, defender 1 executes a help and recover in the direction the 
 coach points. 
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 Defense 
 Then when the coach points the second time the defender must close out to a 
 wing cone and contest a shot step through and sprint to half court. 

 The drill continues with the same action starting with the defender sprinting 
 from half court similating defensive transition. 

 After coming in on transition the help and recover and then closeout contest a 
 shot and rebound (2 hand touching the the rim or net) 
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 Defense 
 Perfect   posession 

 35 seconds are put on the clock. 
  
 The defense's goal to to be not scoreed on during the 35 seconds. 
  
 At any time an offense scores or is fouled (coaches' call) the time is reset. 
  
 The clock stops on all stops and then a new offense comes in. 
  
 Rebounds and steals are passed to a coach and then the next group storms in. 

 Run   and   play   2-2 
 2 or more balls 
 8 or more players 
  
 Make 4 rows at the baseline. 
 The outside players will be defenders and the inside players play offense. 
  
 This drill starts with the first 4 players going to the pylons. 
 The defensive players should go as fast as they can. One of the players on the 
 offensive has to dribble the ball to the pylon. 

 After rounding the pylons player 1 and 3 play 2 on 2 against defenders 1 and 3. 
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 Defense 
 After a score the next group of 4 players starts. 
  
 Variations. 
 - Put the emphasis on offense instead of defense. 
 - Play with the placing of the pylons. 

 Weave   2-1 
 3 or more players 1 or more balls 
  
 In a weave player 1 passes to player 3 and player 1 runs behind player 3. 
  
 Player 3 passes to player 2 and player 3 runs behind player 2. 
  
 Than player 2 passes to player 1 and runs behind player 1 starting the begin 
 situation. 

 At the end line the player with the ball in this case player 2 puts the ball down to 
 the floor. 
  
 Player 1 and 3 touch the end line and player 3 get the ball. 
  
 Player 2 sprints back to the opposite bucket. 
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 Defense 
 Players 3 and 1 play a 2 against 1 offense. 
 While keeping the court spread. 
  
 The objective for player 2 is to stop the dribble (and with that the flow of the 
 play) of player 3 

 If defender 2 stops the dribble of player 3. 
  
 In a two against one the defender falls back to prevent the pass from player 3 
 to player 1. 
  
 He does give player 3 the opportunity to take his shot. 
  
 You can also play this drill half court. 
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